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Introduction

In the past several years, the traditional functions of HR have 

undergone tremendous change due to technological advancements 

and an increasing emphasis on creating people-focused workplaces. 

Today, winning companies make sure HR has a seat at the table, 

meaning their people strategy is interwoven with and considered 

part of their business strategy. 

With so much attention on attracting and retaining the right people, 

talent acquisition (TA) teams in particular have transformed from 

being reactive to proactive, and administrative to strategic, while 

embracing a metrics-driven approach. On top of that, TA teams 

have been learning how to create and uphold a hiring approach 

that engages an increasingly diversified and distributed workforce. 

Companies now demand that talent professionals have an elevated 

fluency in inclusive hiring practices and business operations, which 

requires the ability to set key performance indicators (KPIs) that 

align with greater company objectives. This also turns greater 

attention to the technologies that TA teams need to gather and 

analyze their data, as their goals may be misinformed if founded on 

incomplete or inconsistent data.

In this eBook, we’ll walk through the 5 KPIs (and a bonus one) you 

should be measuring as a talent professional to help your executive 

team understand how the efforts of recruiters today will support 

business goals tomorrow and beyond.
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KPI #1

Time-to-hire

Time-to-hire is one of the most common metrics businesses used to 

measure the efficiency of their recruiters – and for good reason. It’s 

 a great place to start to help you understand whether you have a 

well-structured, clearly-communicated hiring process that allows your 

candidates to move swiftly through your interviews. 

In addition to allowing you to understand your process efficiency,  

time-to-hire is also used as a leading indicator for forecasting 

recruiting outcomes. This is particularly useful in conversations with 

executives and finance teams when discussing the expected timeline 

for achieving hiring goals and the resources needed to achieve them.

However, it’s important to use this KPI in conjunction with other 

metrics (such as candidate satisfaction – our KPI #2) so that speed 

isn’t prioritized over quality of interview experience or quality of hire.  

In addition to setting a time-to-hire target, encourage your recruiters 

to think holistically – so they’re not only focusing on the job searches 

currently on their plate, but also on developing long-term strategies 

for building talent communities, engaging passive candidates and 

developing a compelling employer brand. 

Take into consideration other goals that could counterbalance an 

overemphasis on speed. Are there justifiable, deliberate reasons – 

such as your efforts to be more inclusive – that might extend or  

delay your process?  

Time-to-hire is the measure of time between 
the activation of a job requisition and the 
acceptance of an offer by the winning candidate.

Definition
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KPI #2

Candidate satisfaction

The interviewing experience can be a pivotal differentiator – for better 

or worse. A positive experience can help you win talent over competing 

companies, and a negative experience can mean losing out on desired 

candidates, even if your company has a strong employer brand or 

product.

Ensuring that your candidates have a positive experience at each 

touchpoint in your interview process is key to your ability to attract  

great talent. Having the right tools in place to survey and track candidate 

satisfaction is therefore essential for an effective hiring strategy.

Candidate satisfaction is the proportion of 
candidates who agree that their overall  
interviewing experience has been a positive one.

Definition
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Here are some questions you can answer to help pinpoint 

opportunities for boosting candidate satisfaction:

How do you set a candidate’s expectations around your 

interview process?

Do you provide interview training to your interviewers?  

What is the experience your interviewers are providing to  

your candidates?

Do you have the right tools to enable a seamless virtual 

interviewing experience?

Do you offer feedback to candidates who are rejected?

How do you solicit feedback from candidates who’ve  

completed your process – whether they were hired, rejected  

or chose to withdraw?

There are other metrics you can use to identify opportunities to 

improve candidate satisfaction. One of them is source-to-close, which 

measures how quickly an individual candidate travels through your 

interview process. If candidates are getting stuck in a particular stage, 

it might be due to an interviewer who is slow to provide feedback. 

Or there may be ambiguity around next steps. Identifying such 

bottlenecks is essential for uncovering the contributing factors and 

then creating a strategy to uplift your candidate experience.

The benefits of a positive candidate experience extend beyond the 

role you’re recruiting for today – it can nurture talent for the long 

run and lead to quality referrals in the future. Regardless of whether 

a candidate received an offer, if they walked away with a positive 

experience, they may refer their network to your open positions or  

even a potential customer or business partner for your company.

While a candidate might not remember the interview questions 

you asked, they certainly won’t forget the way you made them feel 

throughout the interview process, which is ultimately tied to how they 

view your company. A fantastic candidate experience that is thoughtful 

and transparent is sure to leave a long-lasting impression. 
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KPI #3

Offer acceptance rate

No matter how many candidates are moving through your process, 

if it doesn’t result in a hire, your search obviously needs to continue. 

Measuring your OAR will deliver insights into not only whether your 

interview process is identifying the right talent, but also how talent is 

responding to the hiring experience at your company.

It may be tempting to think the OAR goal is 100%. However, great 

leaders know how to take chances and extend offers even when they 

aren’t sure the candidates will accept. And while it’s helpful to know 

your company’s overall OAR, it’s often worthwhile to drill down into the 

OAR of a particular department or leader. That way, you can analyze 

the patterns of why candidates are rejecting offers delivered by a 

certain team, hiring manager or recruiter, and then create personalized 

action plans to help them improve their OAR.

Offer acceptance rate (OAR) is the number of 
offers that are accepted divided by the number of 
total offers delivered within a set period of time.

Definition

# of offers accepted

# of total offers delivered
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Once you’ve identified your OAR, answer the following:

Can you better pinpoint a candidate’s motivations and speak to 

their needs during the interview process?

Can your hiring manager articulate a path for growth that aligns 

with the candidate’s goals?

Are certain demographics of candidates rejecting your offers 

disproportionately to others? Could you determine why?

The correlation between OAR and candidate satisfaction KPIs can also 

lead to interesting findings. Most talent professionals would generally 

expect that as candidate satisfaction trends upward, so would OAR. 

However, observing the inverse – that candidate experience is 

trending upward but OAR is trending downward – should trigger an 

examination of the elements outside of your hiring process that may be 

contributing to offers being rejected. Questions to consider:

Do you have a competitive compensation and benefits package, 

or are other companies offering something that’s important to 

candidates that you aren’t? 

Do you provide a flexible office culture that’s inclusive to 

candidates of all personal situations? 

When tracking your individual KPIs, remember that they’re even more 

effective when used as a set to gauge a TA team’s overall performance 

over time.
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KPI #4

Hires-to-goal

The hires-to-goal KPI indicates whether a TA team is delivering on 

the personnel needs of the business. Because recruiting is a perennial 

activity – whether you’re hiring for new roles due to business growth  

or you’re backfilling employees who have departed – it’s easy for a  

TA team’s work to be seen as neverending rather than as an 

achievable, time-bound goal.

It’s still important to plan ahead and establish hiring goals that are based 

on company goals. How many hires are needed for a given quarter to 

ensure your business is successful? What are the kinds of roles required 

and what is the difficulty level to fill them? If the hiring needs exceed your 

TA team’s capacity, how will these searches be prioritized? 

Hires-to-goal is the percentage of hires a  
TA team makes against the number of hires the 
TA team initially committed to making in a given 
timeframe.

Definition
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When setting a goal around the number of hires in a given period 

of time, both incremental hires and anticipated attrition should 

be included. Meaning, take into consideration the new headcount 

required for your company to achieve its objectives and the expected 

rate of employee attrition that will translate into backfill needs, then 

map that to the capacity of your recruiters. Because TA teams are 

commonly confronted with hiring asks that exceed their capacity, 

hires-to-goal helps you align business leaders on what’s possible to 

execute on today and how to best plan for tomorrow.

Tackling a hiring goal over time is both an art and a science. Given the 

fluidity of hiring needs against changing business priorities, what your 

TA function ends up recruiting for might not be exactly what was first 

committed to, and that’s completely okay. What’s important is that 

these shifts are deliberate between you and your business leaders, 

and that you’re tracking trends on how well you achieved the original 

goal and why. Over time, measuring the hires-to-goal KPI will help 

you identify how effectively you’re setting hiring goals and executing 

against them.

25%
growth in headcount

Goal

Current = 100 total heads

EOY 2021 = 125 total heads

With 5% quarter over quarter (QoQ) 

attrition, we’ll need to recruit  

50 heads throughout 2021 

X  additional recruiters
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KPI #5

Cost-per-hire

Measuring cost-per-hire is about understanding the overall 

effectiveness of your recruiting strategy based on your throughput 

of candidates hired. Similar to how businesses measure customer 

acquisition cost (CAC) to understand the effectiveness of their sales 

and other business processes, cost-per-hire is about applying that 

same lens to the work that talent professionals do in making new hires.

This KPI is also an effective tool for talent professionals when making 

the case for growing their team. For example, many businesses opt 

into using external recruiting agencies over investing in an internal TA 

function. If you could show that your cost-per-hire when you rely on 

agencies – which typically have steep fees based on 20–30% of a new 

hire’s salary – is significantly higher than the cost-per-hire with  

an in-house function, you can make a strong argument for growing 

your team.

Cost-per-hire is the cost of your talent 
acquisition function divided by the total 
number of hires your team produces within  
a given timeframe.

Definition

Establishing cost-per-hire helps business leaders plan 

and budget for the recruiting resources needed to execute 

on their hiring strategy. 
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Similar to time-to-hire, which can lead to an overemphasis on speed, 

cost-per-hire can lead to an overemphasis on reducing spend, rather 

than ensuring quality of hire. Whether you’re a talent professional on 

a larger HR team or a one-person HR function who handles the entire 

candidate and employee lifecycle, it’s vital to have a feedback loop 

between the efficacy of your hiring process and the performance of 

the people who were hired. If cost-per-hire is decreasing but your 

retention and development metrics are suffering, what is the net 

benefit? Companies need to have a holistic approach to measuring 

hiring success and should consider the monetary value that a high-

performing employee contributes to the organization over time.
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Bonus KPI

Measuring your  
impact on DE&I

We live in a world where infusing diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) 

into the way we work is more important than ever. If your goal is to 

uphold hiring best practices and find the right person for every job, a 

core part of doing so is attracting and hiring people from a diversity 

of backgrounds. While each company has unique DE&I needs based 

on their employee base, there’s no question that employers across 

industries are keen on maturing and elevating their DE&I recruiting 

practices.

The first step is making sure your leadership team understands that 

DE&I is a company-wide commitment and an ongoing journey. In 

order to set goals around DE&I, partner with your executives and 

legal team to look inward at your company’s current demographic 

makeup, not only across gender and ethnicity/race, but also age, 

neurodiversity, education, socioeconomic background, etc. What 

demographics are underrepresented – not only at organization-wide 

levels, but also at the department and leadership levels? What will your 

leaders do to ensure a great candidate and employee experience for 

underrepresented groups?
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Next, audit the DE&I-specific resources and activities you’re using  

for recruiting:

Where are you advertising your jobs? Are you targeting talent 

pools that favor one group over another?

Which external organizations do you partner with? Are these 

partnerships enabling access to diverse communities?

What techniques or technologies does your company use to 

source from diverse candidate pools?

Does your career page reflect the diversity of your company?  

How do you demonstrate that inclusion is an important element 

of your company’s culture?

Once you’ve done the work above – no small feat and always  

ongoing – partner with your leadership and legal teams to discuss 

measurable DE&I goals that feel right for your process. Many companies 

take the approach of setting top-of-funnel goals around diversity, 

including investing in certain diversity job boards or partnerships, or 

tracking the number of candidates sourced from diversity-specific 

sources. Other talent teams are taking their DE&I goals a step further 

and focusing not only on DE&I sourcing activity, but also on the outcome 

of this activity, including pipeline demographic goals for later-stages 

interviews and even the demographic breakdown of hires.
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Conclusion 
 
It’s important to remember that each TA team’s journey of unlocking 

their potential is just that – their own unique journey. If you’ve 

identified that your performance against the KPIs outlined in this 

eBook aren’t where you’d like them to be, use that knowledge to start 

an informed conversation on how to improve, instead of as a reason 

to feel distressed or paralyzed. Businesses rely on people to execute 

their strategies and, more than ever before, TA teams have an exciting 

opportunity to play an impactful role in their company’s success.
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Greenhouse is the hiring software company. 

We help businesses be great at hiring through 

our powerful hiring approach, complete suite of 

software and services, and large partner ecosystem – 

so businesses can hire for what’s next. 

To learn more, visit

greenhouse.io


